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Color Your World: Lazure by Andrade
Reviewed by Van James

As a painter, graphic designer, visual art's instructor, and 
long-time lazure practitioner, I am always interested in new 
developments in all of these fields. I have seen some pretty 
disappointing, if well-meaning attempts to further the work 

in these areas-- for in-
stance, YouTube videos 
about the wall-coloring 
technique known as la-
zure painting. But now 
there is a high-quality 
lazure video and pack-
age set that really meets 
the need for under-
standing, instructing, 
and practical follow 
through of this trans-
parent interior color 
work.

Lazure by Andrade is a very well produced, easy to follow 
guide to preparing, mixing, applying, and finishing this innova-
tive wall coloring method. Besides the 30-minute, step-by-step 
informational video, the package also includes two European 
lazure brushes, six color pigments, and a printed brochure 
outlining color theory, color mixing, and various color schemes.

Rudolf Steiner had spoken about the importance of trans-
parent color in our environments at home, in schools, work 
places, and hospitals. Today this wall coloring technique is 
widely used in all of these settings throughout the world. 
Chuck Andrade, the creator of Lazure by Andrade, is one of 
the few truly professional lazurists in the United States, based 
in Colorado (Robert Logsdon of ColorSpace is another). An-
drade's work in schools, homes and businesses extends well 
beyond the homeland borders to international venues where 
he gives workshops to train others in this painting method. It 
was from years of teaching lazure workshops that he saw the 
need for an instructional video. Now, from this work Andrade 
has developed the lazure video and its accompanying kit.

Together with his wife Karyn and artist colleagues he plans 
to produce a coffee table book on the history and importance 
of lazure wall painting for the environment.

Chuck Andrade can be contacted at info@lazure.com or 
www.lazure.com 

Private home, lazure by Chuck Andrade.

Marin Waldorf School, California; Sloka Waldorf School, 
Hyderabad, India; and private home.

Private home and Christian Community church, in Sacramento, 
California.


